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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues the study of pancyclic graphs started in [2]. All 
graphs considered here are finite. 
Let G be a graph. The order of G is its number of vertices; the size of G 
its number of edges. If G is of order n 2 3 and has cycles of all lengths 
1(3 < I < n), G is called pancyclic; if, moreover, every vertex (edge) of 
G is in a cycle of every length, G is vertex (edge) pancyclic. Similar defini- 
tions apply to directed graphs, circuits taking the place of cycles and arcs 
replacing edges. 
It has been shown that strong tournaments are vertex pancyclic (Moon 
[4]) and that regular tournaments are edge pancyclic (Alspach [l]). In [2] 
it was proved that every Hamiltonian graph of order n and size greater 
than n2/4 is pancyclic, and bounds for the smallest possible size of a 
pancyclic graph of given order were obtained. 
The basis graph BG(M) of a matroid M has as vertices the bases of M. 
Two vertices of BG(M) are adjacent if their symmetric difference (A) has 
cardinality two. Let us call a graph G edge Hamiltonian if G has order at 
least three and every edge of G is in a Hamilton cycle. C. E. Haff (un- 
published) showed, then, that the basis graph of any matroid is edge 
Hamiltonian(unless it is a vertex graph (=K,) or a link graph (rK,)),thus 
generalizing a result of Cummins [3] and Shank [5] on the tree graph of a 
graph. 
We shall show in this paper that the basis graph is either a cube (in the 
case of a trivial class of matroids) or, at least, vertex pancyclic. 
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2. MATR~ID~ 
A matroid M is a finite set S together with a nonempty collection B(M) 
of subsets of S, called bases, such that 
(i) all bases have the same number of elements, 
(ii) if B and B’ are bases, and if b is an element of B, then there is 
an element b’ in B’ such that B u {b’}\(b) is also a basis. 
The dual M* of M is the matroid on S with bases 
B(M*) = (S\B 1 BE B(M)}. 
We shall make use of the fact that the basis graphs of A4 and M* are 
isomorphic under the mapping 0: B -+ S\B. 
The cardinality 1 S j of S is the size of M. A circuit of M is a minimal 
subset C of S that is contained in no basis of M; C is a loop if / C / = 1 
and a digon if j C / = 2. A hyperplane of A4 is a maximal subset H of S that 
contains no basis of M. The complement S\H of a hyperplane is a cocircuit 
(a circuit of M*); a cocircuit of one element is a coloop. Any subset of a 
basis is called an independent set. 
If T Ll S the restriction M I T of A4 to T is the matroid on T whose bases 
are the maximal independent subsets of T. If T = S\(e), where {e} is not 
a loop, we shall also use the contraction M . T of M to T with bases 
B(M . T) = (B\(e)\ e E B E B(M)). 
A component of M is a maximal nonempty subset of S in which any two 
elements are contained in a common circuit. S has a unique partition into 
disjoint components S, ,..., Sk . The component matroids of M are Mi = 
M 1 Si (i = l,..., k). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The product of graphs G and H with vertex sets X and Y, respectively, 
is the graph G x H with vertex set X x Y in which (x, y) is adjacent to 
(x’, y’) if and only if either x = x’ and yy’ is an edge of H, or y = y’ and 
xx’ is an edge of G. Clearly G x H s H x G. The definition of product 
graph extends in the obvious way to an arbitrary (finite) family of graphs. 
LEMMA 1. If M has component matroids Ml, M2 ,..., Mk , then 
BG(M) E )( BG(M,). 
l<i<k 
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Proof. Let B and B’ be bases of M. Then B = &, Bi and B’ = 
lJF=, B,‘, where Bi and Bi’ are bases of Mi . Clearly, I B n B’ 1 = 2 if and 
only if, for some j, 1 Bj &Bi’ ] = 2 and Bi = B,‘(i #,.i). The result 
follows. 
Components of size one and two are easily disposed of. In the first case, 
Si is a loop or coloop and BG(Mi) E KI ; in the second case, St is a digon 
and BG(M,) g K, . We therefore have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a matroid in which k components are digons and 
the rest are loops or coloops. Then BG(M) is a k-cube and every edge of 
BG(M) is contained in cycles of every even length Z(4 < I < 2”). 
Our second theorem covers the more interesting case in which not all 
components are digons, loops or coloops. We call an edge in a graph of 
order n pancyclic if it is contained in cycles of all lengths Z(3 < I < n), 
and almost pancyclic if it is in a cycle of length 1(4 < I< n). 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a matroid in which not all components are digons, 
loops or coloops, and let BIB, be an edge of BG(M). Then 
(i) if BI n B, is a component of M, BIB, is almost pancyclic but not 
pancyclic; 
(ii) if B, A Bz is not a component of M, BIB, is pancyclic. 
Let us call a graph strongly vertex pancyclic if there is a pancyclic edge 
incident with each vertex. Then we have the following 
COROLLARY. If M is a matroid in which not all components are digons, 
loops or coloops, then BG(M) is strongly vertex pancyclic. Moreover BG(M) 
is edge pancyclic if and only if no component of M is a digon. 
Proof. Let B, be any basis of M, let Si be a component of M with 
1 Si 1 > 3, and let e E Si\Bl . Then there is a basis B, of M such that 
e E B2 C BI u {e}. Clearly BI n Bz is a proper subset of Si and therefore 
not a component of M. By Theorem 2 (ii), BIB, is pancyclic. Since B, 
is arbitrary, BG(M) is strongly vertex pancyclic. The second assertion 
follows directly from Theorem 2. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need a lemma. We shall represent 
paths and cycles in graphs by sequences of vertices. If P and Q are two 
paths in a graph such that the last vertex of P is adjacent to the first vertex 
of Q, P * Q will denote the path in the graph obtained by concatenating 
the sequences P and Q. A path P of length I > 2 whose first and last 
vertices are adjacent determines a cycle of length I + 1 which will be 
denoted by (P). The graph with just one vertex v will be written [v]. 
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LEMMA 2. (i) If G is strongly vertex pancyclic, then everjx edge of 
type (u, x)(v, x) in Kz x G is almost pancyclic but not pancyclic. 
(ii) Jf G has a Hamilton path x1x2 ... x, and if m > 3, then every 
edge of type (u, x&u, x1) in K, x G is pancyclic. 
Proof. (i) Consider an edge of type (u, x)(v, x). Since G is strongly 
vertex pancyclic, there is a pancyclic edge xy incident with x. If 4 < I < 2n, 
where n is the order of G, write I = I1 + lZ , where 2 < li < n. In G, let 
P be an (x, y)-path of length 1, - 1 and let Q be a (y, x)-path of length 
Z2 - 1. Then (([u] x P). ([u] x Q)) is a cycle of length I in K2 x G 
through the edge (u, x)(0, x). It is clear that (u, x)(v, x) is in no cycle of 
length three. 
(ii) Since K, is edge pancyclic, the edge (u, x)(u, x) is in cycles of 
length Z(3 < I < m) in K, x [x,]. If m < 1 < mn write I = xF=, Ii , where 
2 < Ii < m and 2 < k < n. Let (temporarily) Km-I denote the graph 
obtained by deleting the vertex u from K, , and define a sequence P, , 
P 2 ,..., PR of paths in K,,-l x G as follows: for odd i, let Pi be a ((v, xi), 
(w, xi))-path of length Zi - 2 in KTnV1 x [xi] and, for even i, let Pi be a 
((w, Xi), (v, x,))-path of length Ii - 2 in K,,-, x [xi]. Let P be the path 
(Xk ... x,) x [u]. Then (PI . P, ... PI, . P) is a cycle of length Zin K,,, x G. 
Thus K, x G is pancyclic. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume that M has no loops or coloops 
since, by Lemma 1, these make no contribution to BG(M). The proof is 
by induction on the size of M. If M has size three, then BG(M) E K3 
and the conclusion is trivial. Assume, now, that the theorem holds for all 
matroids that satisfy the hypothesis and have size less than that of M. 
Let BIB, be an edge of BG(M), let H denote the hyperplane spanned by 
BI n Bz and denote the cocircuit S\H by C*. 
(i) If B, n B2 is a component of M, then BI n B, = C* and 
BG(M) z Kz x BG(M / H). Since not all components of M are digons, 
loops or coloops, the same is true of M / H. Therefore, by the induction 
hypothesis and the corollary to Theorem 2, BH(M ( H) is strongly vertex 
pancyclic. It follows from Lemma 2(i) that BIB, is almost pancyclic but 
not pancyclic. 
(ii) If BI n Bz is not a component of M, then it cannot be both a 
cocircuit of M and a cocircuit of M*. Since BG(M) z BG(M*), we may 
assume without loss of generality that BI a Bz is a proper subset of C*. 
We consider two cases: (a) C* is a component of M, and (b) C* is not a 
component of M. 
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(a) Let 1 C* 1 = m (where m > 3 since B1 A B, is a proper subset of 
C*). Then BG(M) s K, x BG(M / H). By Theorem 1, the corollary to 
Theorem 2, and the induction hypothesis, BG(M 1 H) is either a cube or is 
strongly vertex pancyclic. In either case, each vertex x is the first vertex 
of a Hamilton path. It follows from Lemma 2(ii) that BIBz is pancyclic. 
(b) Let B1 = X u (e} and B, = XU {f}, where B, n B, = X. 
Since C* is not a component, it contains an element g f e, f such that 
either {e, g} or {f, g} is independent; without loss of generality we may 
assume that {e, g> is independent. Then there is an element h of X such that 
X u {e, g)\(h) is a basis of M. Now a basis B of M either contains e, in 
which case B\(e) E B(M . T) or else does not, and then B E B(A4 I T). 
It follows that the subgraph G, (of order n,) of BG(M) spanned by the 
vertices (bases) which contain e is isomorphic to BG(M . T), and that the 
subgraph G2 (of order nJ of BG(M) spanned by the bases not containing 
e is BG(M 1 T). Denoting X u {e}\(h) by 2, we therefore have the following 
subgraph of BG(M): 
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FIGURE 1. 
Thus BIB, is in a cycle of length three. Now if B, A B3 is a component of 
M / T, then Bl A B4 cannot be a component of M . T. Therefore, by the 
induction hypothesis applied to M . T and M / T, either BIBa is pancyclic 
in G, or B2B3 is pancyclic in G, . Without loss of generality assume the 
former. If 4 < 1 < n, + n2 , write 1 = I1 + I, , where 2 < Ii < n, and 
where I, is even if B2 A B3 is a component of M 1 T (in which case, by 
Lemma 1 and the remark following it, n2 is even). Let P, be a (B, , B4)- 
path of length II - 1 in G, and P, a (B, , B&-path of length I, - 1 in G, . 
Then (P, . Pz) is a cycle of length 1 in BG(M) through the edge BIB,. 
Thus BIB, is pancyclic. 
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